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About This Game

VIRO MOVE is an adrenaline pumping fitness game designed to transform cardio workouts into a more engaging and rhythmic
experience. We get players moving, as they slash, punch, shoot, stretch and dodge their way through our perfectly beat mapped

levels.
Developed for gamers, approved by fitness experts.

Get Fit and Stay Fit

Whether you are at an advanced fitness level or a retiring couch potato, VIRO MOVE can help you to achieve an intense
workout at a level specific to you, which will support your personal journey towards a better, stronger and healthier you. VIRO

MOVE aims to provoke natural and healthy physical fitness movements across the whole body during gameplay. Dodging,
crouching, squatting, jumping, stepping, punching, swiping, beating, slicing, firing and more.

Game Play

To help generate the benefits of sustained physical activity in the game we have created multiple weapons for a player to train
with.

•Swords
•Fists
•Guns
•Hands
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Key Features

•Beat It: Our high quality textured obstacles, drones and targets are fully beat mapped to our exclusive soundtrack.
•Unreal Environments: Five gloriously immersive environments to keep you motivated to train longer and harder

•Simple and Fun: Begin with a tutorial or jump straight into the hardest levels if you feel like a VIRO Ninja, you will pick up
gameplay in minutes.

•Give Me Some Skin: Earn and unlock skins as you progress through unique and unrestricted gameplay.
•Move More: Breathe more, sweat more, feel more, move more – Each weapon and level is designed to target specific muscle

groups.
•Get Fit: Tested, and loved by more than one thousand FIBO and IRSA sports professionals from around the globe.

•VIRO Challenge: Let us be your virtual coach. We are going to motivate you to work harder, longer and more often as you
move your way up our

VIRO leaderboards and challenges.
•Mix It Up: To increase the challenge, try our mixed-mode fighting where you are prompted to change weapons during

gameplay.
•Share the Burn: Our hot seat mode enables groups of players to challenge each other during house parties or events.

•Calorie Counting: We used an advanced algorithm to calculate the number of calories burned in accordance with
scientifically proven methodologies.

It Really Works

We are a small but passionate team of game developers with deep roots in the fitness industry so you can be sure we know how
to make you move properly.

People who play VIRO MOVE for as little as ten minutes per day can achieve real health and wellbeing benefits, which in turn
can lead to the formation of long-lasting healthy habits and lifestyle choices.

Supported Headsets

HTC VIVE, VIVE Pro, Oculus Rift
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
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Title: VIRO MOVE
Genre: Sports
Developer:
FIT REALITY
Publisher:
FIT REALITY
Release Date: Coming Soon

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX1060

DirectX: Version 12

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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